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'. TO. DIRECTOR, FBI (62-1090C0) 
(Attn: SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL SERVICES 
DIVISION) 

y FROME SAC, DALLAS (89-43) (P) 3 

  

“ “SUBJECT: AS ASSINATION OF ‘PRESIDEAT | eo : 
ee JOHN FITZGERALD KENNEDY, 7 ON Ts ee 

11/22/63, . 
“MISCELLANEOUS ~ INFORMATION CONCERNING 
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FE) Dallas ‘teletype: to: the Bureau, dated 1/28/77. 
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Enclosed herewith ‘for the Y Scientific and Teéhnical 
Services a ision are the following two documents: 1. copy 
of letter written in Spanish dated August 18, 1975,-with , 
the name of] the addressee marked out; 2. copy of an envelope 
with the name of the addressee marked out, bearing the 
return address (of P. s. Insurgentes | SUR No. 30, Mexico, D.F., 
Mexico. Co . =" 
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For the information of the Bureau, the above two 
., documents were made available by. IRS, Dallas, . 

: Texas, on 1/27/77. Dallas-is conducting an expeditious . 
' investigation concerning certain allegations in connection 
with captioned case and it is highly essential that Dallas 
know the identity of the addressee of these two documents. 

  

  

The black markings over the addressee's name and 
; address were apparently placed over that information after 

""~ tha dociiments were copied with some type of marking pencil. 

- Bureau (Enc. 2) 
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is requested to conduct appre to establish the name and addres * documents. 
August 18, 1975 
viewed at! a certai 

  
  

he FBI Scientific ands Technical Services Division ed to conduct the ‘al-dve 
is reques 

requested examination on | 
@ most e ditious basis and télephonically contact the . -. . 

'” Dallas of ice-and ee FBIHQ, “Extension | 
- =>, Of the results. ifi i i Division is also requested to translate Spanish .létter. IRS has. wie-5ame and a copy of this translatign is enclosed. _. e.g cM et . toe age : Pears s. 
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